We consider the ability of Discrete Event System Specication (DEVS) to provide the concepts and formalisms needed for modeling and simulation of emergent behavior. We show that DEVS provides systems components and coupling for models of systems of systems with emergent behavior. Further, DEVS coupling supports dynamic structure for adaptive and evolution, and the Experimental Frame supports Emergence Behavior Observation, and a recent extension, DEVS Markov models, supports prediction of emergence derived from such observation. Finally, we introduce a concept of interactive specication based on generators that has the potential to provide a system-theoretic characterization of emergence modeling using language concepts.
INTRODUCTION
Emergence as it has been recently treated has both subjective and objective aspects. Objectively for emergence to be observed, there are changes in the system that surprise the observer. However, such changes may not be signicant enough to cause a more fundamental shakeup in understanding. Mittal [5] makes the point that behavior is likely an inherent feature of any complex system model because abstracting a continuous real-world system (e.g. any complex natural system) to a constructed system-model must leave gaps of representation that may diverge in unanticipated directions. Since abstraction is needed to limit the inherently innite statespace to a nite set of tractable and semantically labelled states, Mittal [7] [4, 12] . In this paper, we present some features of DEVS that make it the right formalism to use to support the abstraction and observation necessary to deal with emergence in complex systems. We will make the following points: In the rest of this short paper, we briey discuss these points.
DEVS PROVIDES THE COMPONENTS AND COU-

PLING FOR MODELS OF COMPLEX SYSTEMS
Components and couplings in complex system models must include representation of decision making, in natural and articial environments. DEVS has the universality [14] to represent the discrete (for agent models) and continuous (for natural environments) as well as hybrid (for articial environments) formalism types needed for adequate complex system model construction.
DEVS supports dynamic structure for genuine adaption and evolution. Strong dynamic structure capabilities are needed to specify and exibly control the changes in components and their coupling to be able to adequately model adaptation, evolution and emergence in ways that include the possibility of genuine surprise. A next generation of dynamic structure formalisms have been recently under development in the DEVS community [9, 11, 10] .
We briey review the concepts here. First an overall framework capable of representing existing formulations introduced by [8] is shown below framed in terms of iterative specications [14] . Such a specication is based on trajectory segments that together generate the complete set of input segments by composition. The basic idea is that a change in structure is a replacement of one DEVS model by another one with the latter starting from a state related to the last state of the former. The denition rst deals with a basic model and goes on to the coupled model case. τ (M, q) = (M , q ). This represents a basic change in structure which transforms a basic DEVS into a new basic IOSG', by changing its structure in some way (one or many elements of (T, X, Ω G X , Y, Q, δ, λ) and initializing the state of the new system.
Basic dynamic structure
Denition 1. Basic or atomic Dynamic Structure Sys- tem Specication (DYS-SYS) structure DYS-SYS = (M, Q, τ ) Where each element M ∈ M is an iterative system spec- ication IOSG = (T, X, Ω G X , Y, Q, δ, λ) where T is the time base, X is the set of input values, Ω G X is the ad- missible set of input segment generators, Y is the set of output values, Q is the set of states, δ : Q × Ω G X → Q is the single segment state transition function, and λ : Q → Y is the output function; Q = M ∈M Q M
Dynamic structure network
N ∈N Q N is the disjoint union of state sets of network structures, with Q N = Π d∈D Q d the partial state of a network N ∈ N is the crossproduct of the partial state sets of its components, and τ : N ×Q → N ×Q is the structure transition function of the network.
Muzy and Zeigler [8] showed that this is a well-dened denition that preserves the DEVS closure under coupling and includes existing formulations [2, 13] . The motivation for the generalization was to free up the control of structure change from a single xed point to allow multiple sources that might be active in a distributed simulation. In the example they give, a coupling is a static relationship between components that relies on collaboration between model components to achieve dynamic structural and connectivity permutation of those couplings. This is a kind of a client-server or a peer-topeer message communication/synchronization method.
In contrast, Park [10] dened a universal coupling specication (UCS) which is dierent in that a coupling is a dynamic component that can perform permutation by itself based on its own constraints and requirements. In In [10] , Park provides a number of types of coupling restructurings inspired by micro-biological systems modeling that are potentially applicable to general modeling of emergence. In [11] , Steiniger denes a concept of intensional coupling specication distinct from the explicit (extensional) coupling they specify. Biological cellular level modeling similarly motivated this development with the same implications for emergence modeling.
EXPERIMENTAL FRAME SUPPORTS EMERGENCE
BEHAVIOR OBSERVATION
Mittal and Rainey [6] dene Emergence Behavior Observers (EBO) that can observe system state transitions and are tuned to catch segments potential of interest and recording snapshots into memory. A snapshot is dened as an information-set comprising of components, their states, taken at specied moments for specied durations. The concept of Experimental Frame (EF) is a general concept which separates the model from the conditions under which it is observed and executed [14] and can include the more specic EBO concept.
DEVS MARKOV MODELS SUPPORTS PREDICTION
OF EMERGENCE
DEVS Markov models support prediction of emergence Time series of snapshots can be compiled into DEVS Markov models [15] that oer more explanatory and predictive power than the raw inputs. Such compilation can proceed in real-time giving human observers of the simulation a heads-up on imminent events. Figure 1 
DEVS ENABLES FUNDAMENTAL EMERGENCE MOD-ELING
Emergence has been modeled at the fundamental level in terms of formation of new language elements from interaction of components whose behavior does not individually manifest such elements [4, 12] . In the following, we show how the dynamic structure formalization given above can provide a mechanistic formulation of such emergence
Formal language of dynamic systems
An iterative system specication is characterized by a set of generator behaviors β G =
can be considered as a word generated by an autonomous system over a time period equal to dom(ω G Y ). This can be formalized as a language [4, 12] in which the spikes are in a network generating β G q∈Q . Later we observe that the spikes tend to be grouped into clusters which can be formalized as bursts. These bursts can then be formalized as being in a network generating β G q∈Q .
Emergence modeling
CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVE
We have demonstrated the ability of DEVS to provide the concepts and formalisms needed for modeling and simulation of emergent behavior. DEVS has a number of features that enable the representation of systems components and couplings that can change dynamically as needed for genuine adaptation and evolution. We indicated how DEVS Markov models can support prediction of emergence derived from observation of complex system behavior. Finally, we introduced a concept of interactive specication based on generators that has the potential to provide a system-theoretic characterization of emergence modeling using language concepts. This concept can provide a way forward for more indepth understanding of emergence in systems of systems.
